
Inventory. Is it an asset or a liability? When you have too

much, it’s a liability. When you have too little, it’s a liability.

Only when you have the right amount in the right place

does it maximize its value as an asset. 

So, how do we get the right amount? Or, how do we avoid

having too little or too much? To survive and win, we

need to reduce variation and minimize the oscillation

of inventory highs and lows.

I recall a recent conversation with Mark, a manager at a

medium-sized company. We were talking about MRP and

the negative impacts of the Bullwhip Effect. You know,

the distortion and amplification of variation that travels

through a supply chain originating from a change at

various points in the supply chain and flowing upstream or

downstream. 

The more points through which it travels, the more

distorted it becomes; like the old game of “telephone”, we

used to play as kids. The two viewpoints could be

summarized as follows: Mark said that MRP is the tool

that helps to manage the chaos of supply chain. I claimed

that MRP, as originally developed, is actually the

single largest contributor to the bullwhip effect and

the chaos he’s trying to manage.

“MRP is what tells my people what to order, when to order

and how much to order,” claimed Mark. “Without MRP, my

people would be blind to the upcoming usage

requirements and we would be running from fire to fire,

putting out the ones we could and managing the rest.”

“What are you doing today?” I asked, knowing that he had

just summarized his usual day.

“Excellent point,” he replied. “But it would be worse

without MRP software."

“On that I agree. MRP is a mathematical algorithm to

understand what you expect to need and when. It uses a

Bill of Materials (or recipe) along with supplier lead times

to determine what is actually needed (and when) to meet

the customer orders (or predicted orders) that you have.” 

“Why then am I so frequently reminded that our system

isn’t working right?” Mark cried. Mark echoed what so

many managers are asking today. The tools he is using

are not wrong, but the results are not what he expected.

“Maybe it’s the conditions around you that have changed

and are causing you so much trouble with your MRP

system,” I said. (Yes, I was leading him down the path,

wasn’t I?) 

“The time customers are willing to wait is shorter, the

changes customers make are faster and larger, both

customers and suppliers are farther away and product

variety is exponentially larger than when MRP was

developed.

“Those are the reasons why I have so much inventory and

why I have to keep such high levels of safety stock,”

explained Mark.

“Hold on there, Mark. Let’s talk about safety stock for a

moment,” I said. “Sounds like you hit on at least one of the

reasons why your inventories are so high.”

“But safety stock is the only tool available in MRP to

prevent stockouts. Well, maybe not the only tool,” he

admitted. “But certainly the one we reach for and that

everyone seems to understand.”

“But how does safety stock help?” I inquired.
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“As you know,” Mark gave me a strange look, “MRP nets

to zero. That means that MRP expects to have nothing

remaining once requirements are met. Of course, that

doesn’t work in today’s world where everything doesn’t

always go according to the plan. So, we must have safety

stock.” He patiently waited for me to contradict him.

“Excellent summary,” I complimented him. “I have two

questions. First, have you ever run out of a part, even

though you had a safety stock set? And second, what

triggers you to review or revise your level of safety stock

for a part?”

Mark’s look of chagrin told me the answer. “Yes,” he said

sheepishly. “We have run out of a part even though

safety stock was set properly. And, when that happens,

or when we have a close call that we recognize, that’s

when we increase safety stock.”

His eyes told me he knew how silly that sounded, but he

had not found an alternative. He knew full well that if a

supplier could not provide him with the 10 parts he

needed, they would not be able to supply the 20 parts he

needed once he bumped up the safety stock.

What Mark was missing is that this constant increasing

of safety stock is actually making the bullwhip effect

even worse. Many people think that safety stock

protects from the bullwhip effect, but in fact, it is often

the cause of it.

“Mark,” I said. “Tell me what happens when you have a

stock-out on a part.”

“Well, let’s see,” he began. “First, there are the looks of

shock that we exchange,” he said with a smirk. “Then, an

assembly line shuts down. We call the supplier and

demand that they fix the problem and get us some stock

asap. We plead, beg, scream, and threaten so that they

understand the urgency and get us the parts.”

“So,” I continued to push. “What is the cause? Why did

you run out of parts?”

“That’s the thing,” he said. “We never have time to figure

that out. We just fix the problem and move on to the

next.” Mark hung his head. “I don’t think I’ve ever said that

out loud before. You must think I’m an idiot.”

“No,” I said. “Just in the same boat as the rest of us. 

 Fixing single instances of problems does not help to

solve the problem such that it doesn’t return. But truth be

told, even if you found the root cause, eliminating it is not

as simple as it sounds."  

"It feels like a game of whack-a-mole. But let’s continue

to my next question. We’ve determined what you do when

you run out of a part,” I reminded. “But what do you do

when safety stock is breached in the planning phase?”

“Well, MRP tells us that we are out. I mean, it tells us we

need to order and that we need the parts here on the day

we will breach safety stock. Really, it’s surprisingly similar

to when the stock level hits zero.” 

“Yes,” I interjected. “Safety stock is the new zero. Please

continue.”

“Most of the time, we are told to start prior to today,

which is obviously impossible.  So, we are already past

due when MRP alerts us to order. It’s like at home when

you find you are out of milk after the cereal is in the bowl.

That means we start the order in expedite mode. That is

until we look at the on-hand balance and the require-

ments and realize we don’t need to rush this one.  So, we

stop expediting. But, now that I think about it, the part

stays on our reports to expedite, so we look at it every

day and ignore it.”

“What happens if real requirements drop in and now the

part truly needs to be expedited?” I prompted.

“Well, then I guess the planner who was ignoring it would

get into some trouble. Not their fault though, is it?” he

reflected.

“Remember the old story about how to drive someone

insane? You give them a target that they must hit and

then keep moving it. If you want to speed up the process,

tie their hands and blindfold them.”

Mark laughed. “I guess that’s kind of what we’ve been

doing, isn’t it? So, what do we do about it?”

“The first step is recognizing that there is a problem.

Many people aren’t there yet. But what about the other

tools? You are using Kanban, aren’t you? “ I suddenly

remembered.

Mark perked up a bit. “Yes and it works well. For things

that aren’t on the Bill of Materials, it is the only solution

we have found. For items with stable demand, it works

well too. But we’ve found that when demand fluctuates,

either through demand spikes or our own recovery plans

once we get behind, Kanban requires more attention or

more inventory than we can afford. It fixes some of MRP’s

problems but has its own set of issues too.”



“In other words,” I summarized. “Your team still goes into

heroics, and Kanban can’t keep up with the changes.”

So neither MRP as it stands nor Kanban has the complete

solution. We realize we need to have inventory, but we

always seem to have too much of the wrong inventory

and too little of the right inventory. And individual parts

fluctuate frequently between the two levels. We try and

try to improve forecasts, but the variability of supply and

of demand combined with the fact that MRP still tries to

end up with no leftover inventory (net to zero) makes

managing inventory a yoyo of uncertainty. 

“Mark, describe to me your ideal world,” I said.

He sat back in his chair and looked towards the ceiling for

a while. I thought maybe I had lost him, but he came back

to earth and replied.  “First, I would like a system that

could give me a set of real priorities. You know, like a

current conditions report. A part status report with

statuses relative to each other, so I know which parts to

attack first. When I arrive in the morning, it would be my

action list."

“Second, I would like my people to be working less on

expediting and more on maintaining the right inventories.

The fact that we are always expediting becomes a self-

perpetuating death spiral.  My people need to be watching

for trends and working with suppliers to improve

relations, not expediting with little or no time to build

relationships with our partners."

“Third, the system we use needs to be transferable to

others. Now, with all of our spreadsheets that each

individual has developed, no one can cover for a co-

worker sick or on vacation. If the system allowed me to

correctly judge who was doing a good job and who was

not fully understanding the expectations, well that would

be icing on the cake.”

“We need to adopt a new way of thinking rather than just

doing the same things faster or the wrong things more

often. When MRP first arrived on the scene, they faced

the same dilemma. Those that adapted to the new

system survived. Those that tried to force it into their old

order point system, didn’t.”

“You are wise beyond your years,” I gushed. 

“I know where I want to be. I’ve spent a lot of time thinking

about it. But how do I get there.” I could tell Mark was at

his wit's end trying to fight this battle with toothpicks

and spoons.

“Have you looked at Demand Driven Material Require-

ments Planning (DDMRP),” I asked. “I think it has the

potential to be your solution. It has five fundamental

segments." 

"First, strategic positioning of inventory. Asking where

before asking when and how much. Second, buffer

profiles and levels. Determining the level of inventory to

keep using similar criteria for similar parts. Third, dynamic

adjustments. Changes must be autonomous and

incorporated daily at best, weekly at worst. Fourth,

Demand Driven planning where orders are released into

the future with full lead time based on actual demand.

Fifth, visible and collaborative execution. Because

statuses can be graphically represented, everyone

(including potentially suppliers) can visualize and

understand their priorities. Flow is the connecting

principle but flow in the context of the overall business,

that aligns individual machine flow metrics." 

"If you really want to solve this problem, before you install

new software, you’re going to have to install new

thought-ware. Going south can’t be achieved by going

north faster. You must train and educate people, and not

just the ones on the front lines. You, your boss and your

boss’s boss should all have some thought-ware installed,

though maybe not the same versions."

“DDMRP is built on the pillars of MRP, DRP, Six Sigma,

Lean, Theory of Constraints with a whole bunch of

innovation. It has been developed in the field by a small

number of practitioners who are trying to solve the

problems of MRP in our current environment. "

"The Demand Driven Institute is the think-tank behind the

solution and the results are staggering. The most

surprising thing about it is that many of us are almost

there, we just need the rest of the information to see the

road to the real solution.”

“I suggest you and a small team learn about DDMRP. Then

use a spreadsheet to prove to yourself that it will work

for you and your particular situation. Once you’ve agreed

on that, then you can begin training and educating people

appropriately. "

"And, finally, implement the appropriate software required

to take advantage of all of the benefits of DDMRP (which

may just be a module in your existing software)." 

"When your inventory is down by 30% and your service

levels up to 99% or better,” I told Mark, “you can tell me

all about it.”


